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A PILOT EXPERIMENT TO TEST THE RELATIVEEFFECTIVENESS, OF THREE KINDS OF TEACHING METHOD
Most of the time a student spends at his workinvolves'receiving information either by reading orby listening to lectures; but which is the moreeffective in terms of the objectives of furthereducation?

Reading has the advantage that the student may goat his own pace, think about What he is doing andgo over it again if he does not understand. Itis sometimes claimed that the lecture`\is effectiVebecause the presence of the lecturer is stimulatingand he in turn responds to the reactions of hisaudience. A tape-recording played to a class seemsto have the disadvantage of both, it is impersonaland paced..,

According to Bloom (1) the objectives of receivinginformation form a hierarchy, from knowledge ofitsterminology to its evaluation, and studentsmay be tested at these different levels by multiplechoice questions (M C Q).

The aim of this experiment was to reach a provisionalconclusion as to the relative
effectiveness of anuninterrupted lecture-(L), a tape-recording (T) andreading a prescribed text (R), in terms of thelevels of thinking outlined in Bloom's "CognitiveTaxonomy of Educational Objectives" measured bymultiple choice questions.,

The design was a three way latin square using threeteaching methods (L, T, R), three groups of six studentteachers of physical medicine between the ages of 24and 42 ,(A, B, C) and three
psychological topics assubject matter (S, G, M).

(

Sets

L B R - Teachihg Method'.

A M- G S
8G S M Subject Matter

C S NC G
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The procedure was such that for each topic (S, G, M)

a lecture was'given to one group 6f students without
interruption and lasted for 20 to 30 min4es., The

lectures were recorded and playejl to a se and group

of students without the teachdr being present. -Care

was taken that where the lecturer (L) had used the

blackboard either for illustratio0 or for emphasis

of certain words, the same stimuli were available in

condition T.

A typist duplicated the lectures, using,,a dictaphone

machine. Punctuation was at her discretion. _

Fundamental illustrations were also dUplicated,,and,
words that were written on the blackboard were

underlined.

Each teaching method (L, T, R) was followed at once

(allowing time to give out question and answer papers)

by a multiple choice test at lie following eight

fognitive

Table 1.

Level 1.1 Terminology
--\

.., ,i

ie recognition of a ,name or term

" 1.2 Facts

1

ie recognition or recall of §peci`fic facts -)r

" 1..3 Generalisations and Principles

" 2.0 Understanding ie simple interpretation and relations of facts

" 3.0 Application ie facts and principles
.\

" 4.0 Analysis ie of data given in the question or in S,G or M

" 5.0 Synthesis includinga'plan proposal or creative act

6.0 Evaluation judgements about facts in S, G or M

The students whO were taking a fairly intensive course in

pSychology for two weeks before this experiment, were

relatively "naive" psychologists. ',Hence, although one

cannot be certain, it seems reasonable to suppbse that the

thinking required to answer the higher level questions was

largely done while:receiving the information or
during the

tests, and'not before. This point is important if one is

to assert that the differences in cognitive level are

attributable to the methods of retiving information. To

avoid the criticism that the thinking at higher levels may

have been stimulated by questions earlier in the test,

questions at different levels were placed in a random order.

5



A.

A

All the multiple choice questions were five- choicesituations and were untimed. There a4'e: two controlsin the-setting of questions which are very diffiCultto obserVe, but which mayihave a common Solution:(a) deOising
distkactors,-1Which are not only of equal.,_'ptobability with others in..the same question, but arecomparable with those,in,other questiOns in such a waythat the differences in difficulty between' questions,of different cognitive levels are detiVed fromfthedifferences in mental processes required, 't-thei thanthe fineness of discriminating the correct answer ftomits alternatives; (b) constructing questionS at aparticular cognitive level on Bloom's scale.' BlOdmadmits that (b) is difficult, but it seems to befurthar complicated by apparent sub-hierarchies ofconcepts within Bloom',s. This may be seen from thefollowing groups of w4ds'associated

with Skinner's"'instrumental conditioning": 4

(A) Food, rat, le4Ier, milk, ...
(B) Stimulus, response, motivation, reinforcement, ...(c) Rate of response, conditioning, shaping, extinttion, 'spontaneous recovery, ...

'Superficially it would 'seem that the meaning of allthese wordS Could be tested at level 1.11, "Terminology";but those in (A) are ordinary words in everyday language.The teacher-.may assume them to be known before he doesany teaching; indeed he must teach by Using them.Those in (B) are technicaPterms capable of definiition'in terms of (A) or byHuse of examples Aesctibed in (A)..Being technical terMs'they must be taught by the teacher.,Words at level (C) are defined in the techniCal'termsalready defined by the teacher, i.e. level' (B)'. Thusthe'student must have mote than common knowled4e o,learn words at level '(C).' Furthermore words at le el(C) usually involve combining concepts from theprevious level far their definition. This 'will requirean understanding of those concepts and understanding isat level 2.00 on Bloom's scale. Therefote An thisexperiment questions testing the meaning o';termscontained in (C) were regarded as of-.the same level ofdifficulty asf'understanding" words at leVer (B).Words at leve (A) were not tested.'' f%

Therefore it lis suggested that Problem (b) above canbe made easier ifjell the words and concepts of asubject' to be taught are' allocated :to groups (A)...(N)according to their
complexity' befoce the tests aredevised. Problem (a) can be made easier if we adopt'a rule of thumb that all distractors in a questionshould be from the same word group or conceptual levelas the correct answer. Thus the degree ofdiscrimination required of the student is the finestpossible. This also ensures that the student goesthrough all the cognitive prOcesses analysed by Bloomto obtain the .right answer,



To some extent Bloom anticipates the possibility of

there being sub-hierarchies, andhis categories allow

for this. Yet he cannot know_how-many.there may be

because this may vary from.one piece of subject'

matter to another. Since a name can 'be given to

almost anything, sub- hierarchies could start at

almost any Bloom le`el, especially 4.00 and 5.00

(Analysis and Synthesis), not only level 2.00.

The results of a 3 -way analysis of variance of the

subject matter topics sets of students and 'teaching

methods' each showed insignificant varigtiOns when

total scores were taken into account. When,these

totals were broken down into the, eight .cognitivee,

levels shown in table '1 interactions.with subject

matter and sets of students remained insignificant,

but the interaction'between
cognitive level and

teaching, methods was significant at the 1% level.

Inspection of Figure 1 shows:that students did

better-at levels 5.00 and 6.00 after tape-recordings

than after reading or listening to lectures., There

was no-significant, difference.between
the teaching

methods .at the simpler cognitive levels.

.As should be predicted FigUre 1 also, shows that

students score higher at the simpler cognitive

levels than at the more complex levels. The differences

between total scores at the various cognitive levels

would occur by:chance less than 1 in 1,000 times'.

5'.

Comments. In view of the disadvantagesof Cape-

recordings mentioned at the beginning, their

superiority was wholly unexpected by the experimenter.

It might be argued that the novelty. of this method-of

learning in the classroom, plus the need to coftentrate

in case essential facts were missedled to greater

selfdiscipline; but, the results 'do not support. this

interpretation which would require'superiorAretention

and understanding of 'facts, (i.e. Bloom level 1.00 -

2.00) following tape-recordings. Could it be that.

auditory' presentation of verbal informationis

superior to a written presentation, and that the

presence of a lecturer is-actually distracting rather

than stimulating? If so, a cassette library -with

play-back facilities.uSing ear-phones should be

seriously considered by college librarians. Such a

service could be available during normal hours, it

could save teachers time( its suitable for revision

especially for weak studentS, it is cheap, and if' used

by individuals it is self-paced which is an advantage

for foreign students.l Howevet, the results of this

experiment and the"effectiveness of individual use

both require fu'rther empirical Verifications.



It will be noticed from the graph that there is asharp drop in scores between levels 3.00 and 4.00.
It is interesting that in their previous trainingin physical medicine these students were required ,-to learn terminology, facts,.how'to deal with facts,and how to understand and apply them; but they
were not required to analyse or resynthepise theth in
new ways, still lesS to evaluate them in relation toother fields of knowledge. '(See table 1). The
prediction that stuOents from other backgrounds wouldshow a more gradual decline in scores with cognitivelevel has subsequently been confirmed with studentteachers. This suggests that cognitive skills canbe taught.

The, results of this pilot,test sugest that, providedthe rule of thumb is adopted, multiple- choice testsusing Bloom's Taxonomy area useful tool for measuring
cognitive ability and future experimenters on teachingmethods would be unwise to neglect the higher cognitivelevels,if these could reasonably be included amongstthe teaching objectives. Judging from the range ofincorrect answers selected, the rule of thumb is a
useful tool for equalising the power) of distractors
(problem a).

Criticisms

(i) The multiple-choice tests were all given immediately
following the teathing in order, -to eliminate the,
effects of subsequent reading and discUsSion. This isclearly artificial as one of the purposes of teaching.in further education is to stimulate discussion and
interest that will, lead to further study. It is also ".
a dubious measure of the' effectiveness of the teaching
in terms of "permanent" learning and in terms of Bloom's -.

40 levels.. Immediate tethting.obv4ously faVours retention
and, understanding of facts and 'Principles (i.e. levelsup to 2.00). Analysis. (4.00), Synthesis (5.00) and
Evaluation (6.00). take more time. One learns to absorb
the facts during a lkston.and then goaway and think
about them: It may be, however, that ore would expect
level 3.00 (application) to be thought. about after'a
lesson, not_dUring it. Yet performance At this
is, viXtually as good,gs the1 lower levels. This
criticism is an inherent problem in doing any assessment
.of,the.effectiveness of teaching methods. Without %%,testing very sobn'after teaching,' it is very difficult
to allow for the effects of ibsequent activity.

(ii) No generalisations should be made as this pilot
test was made using only one teacher.

No measure Of personality or'intelligence were
taken, but it is usually thought-these are important
in teaching and learning.



(iv) .It could be argued that a multiple-choice test

is itself an analytical situation in that the student

is required to select one item from a possible five.

Thus the nature of the test requires an ability at

level 4.00. However, it may be replied that most

other forms of testing require some ability at level

5.00 because essay writing or formulating a set of

words for the purposes of communication is a synthetic

task.. Thus it may be that this, too, is an inherent

difficulty in any test situation.

(v) It is sometimes said that multiple-choice tests

are not objective because there is a subjective

element iri the setting of the tests. It is difficult

to see how this canz,be eliminated and it seems fair

to supposethat even if multiple-choice tests are

not objective, they ,are at least more objective than

most other forms of cognitive testing. The use of

the 'rule of thumb may be a significant advance in

overcoming this objection.

Conclusions. It must be re-emphasised that this was a

pilot experiment and'that the following conclusions

are therefore only provisional.

(1) Bloom's/classification
of educational objectives

can be use as a tool for assessing the relative

effectiveness of teaching methods when modified by the

rule Of thumb.

(2) Investigations on the effectiveness of teaching

methods should include measures of higher cognitive

levels - -if these could reasonably be included amongst.

the teaching objectives.

(3) With reservations it seems possible that teaching

by use of recorded lectures results in deeper thinking

than the use of lice lectures and reading prescribed

texts; but there is no diffekence at simpler cognitive

levels.

(4) This line of research looks as if it could be

promising.
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GROPINGS FOR A DESIGN OF OBJECTUE TESTS OF THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHING METHODS

There are two common criticisms of objective tests:
'(1) they can only test factual knowledge, (2) they

are only objective in the marking, not in the setting

(Head 1968). The erroneousness of the first criticism
has become more clear since the publication of sample

question in Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational'Objectives"-
and a number of workers have used mmltiplechoice
questions at various-cognitive levels to test the
effectiveness of teaching methods in higher education
(e.g. Hoare 1970, and Bligh 1970).

4 The purpose of this paper is to present some gropings
towards an answer to the second criticism while
maintaining questions requiring a-variety of cognitive
processes to avoid the first. It is possible that the

style of test suggested could be used to.test students'
value judgements, but this requires further investigation.
These gropings are only relevant to tests of the
effectiveness of teaching methods administered after a

period of tuition in which the statements given"to the

student are specifiable. These statements will be
called "propositions(G)" or "statements(G)".

When propositions(G) are specified it is possible to

produce further.propositions, which may be called ,

question statements, statements(Q) or propositions(Q),
and which bear a precise logical relationship to them.
This logical relationship is objective. It is open to

public scrutiny and public verification according to
the canons of logic which are also public.
Propositions(Q) may be true or false and their
relationship to propositions(G) may be valid or

They are questions in that, although expressed in the
indicative, a. student is required to say whether they

are TRUE, FALSE or he DOES NOT KNOW. Therefore it is

possible to design a situation in which a student will

answer correctly, if he makes certain logical. inferences

which are specifiable. The converse does not follow.

He may answer correctly without thinking logically.
either consciously or unconsciously. Nevertheless
the probability of his doing so is describable according

to statistical "laws" which are equally public, and

hence, equally objective. The provision of the "don't

know" category may reduce the proportion of "guesses",
and the incentive to guess may be further reduced by
arrangement of the marking scheme (Crow Goldsmith and

Diament 1969).



Since there is an infinite number of possible
relationships between propositiops (G) and propositions (Q)
there is a task' of selecting particular relationships L for
the purpose of testing the effectiveness of,teachilig..
The relationships selected should correspon& to the
objectives of the teaching. SinCe this paper is
considekring objective tests of the effectiveness of
teaching methods in general, and since, Bloom' s is -a.
general statement of objectives', this :paper is conCerned
with logical processes in the':mind of the.. student that--
correspond to eight of Bloom's categories'aS set out
below. Since it is proposed' that st6dents should judge
the truth or falsity of propositions and 'the validity of
relations' etween any propositions it will' be most
convenient to consider these relatiOns in terms of
propositional, or truth functioriali logic. Propositions
unexpressed during teaching and prolositions (U) .

Bloom's Categories True Propositions(Q).
,

,1.1 Knowledge of
Terminology

- f (a (G))

1..12 Knowledge of
Specific Facts

c .

(fa) (G.)

1.3 Knowledge of
GeneralisatiOns
and Principles

.,/

(gap fa) (G)

2, CoMprehension r (U)

where: p(G)":,-q(c) x:-

3. Application .-,;,.(g,e:.9.,,,-441)-(U)1.

:where 'al 'is-"a Spedific instance ,:i

of -'-a' ,and.!ga 0 fal:"is -given..i

4.

.

Analysis
.

, (a)-(fa:"ga)(U)
or (a) (,fa- 5 ,-...,,,ga) (U)

- or 7'- ,-,--- (a.) Ife.:gai(U) '
or -..v(a). (fa ga) (U).

.

5. Synthesis
.. ,

v(U).

where (p(G) .-g (G) a' r(U))
. (s (G) . 6t.(G) n iA(u) )

. (r . u- , v)

6. Evaluation

-

1 2,-rl(U). or (SI o r )(U)
where (s r) (U) . (p(G) . q()o il)

and where 'il', is an instance of 'r'
and 'sv':is and instance of 's'



A.

p;',#entation of Table I may lead to two,
misunderstandings." There is no sUggestion"th.a\t,

thd correspondence between the logical formulae

and Bloom's levels 126 1 : 1. Bloom's
categories are broader and more blurred at the
edges because they are intended .to be

comprehensive a4id because they have been formed

by a condeMsus.Of subjective opinion. The

logical formulae represent an' attempt at precision

and 'olqjectivi-ty; and are hence restricted.

Secondly although there is increasingly logical'
complexity it by no means follows that there is

increasingly psychological diffculty. An item
maybe logicallymore complex if it has more
parts; .,it is at least arguable that some thought
processes operate with whpl (This misunder-
stamding.hay arise thr mg the word "simple"

instead of "easy" as o,:logite of "difficult ".

There is alSO a confu ion between the logical ,

description of thought'processes dha their logical
validity.;)\ The degree cbf difficulty of the
quetions is an empirical, not a logical, issue

and is measured by the Nrm9,11

Total n er of correct answers
Degree' of difficulty Maxim ossible number o

correct answers

The complexity of thought processes is'one factor
affecting their difficulty. There are many others
such asthe familidity of concepts and what they

.are, concepts of.

TESTING TERMINOLOGY

In the symbolism of,the predicate calculus wez3may

write a simple statement or proposition
(p, 4:Wr, s, etc) as "fa" where "a","b", ."c".

(or "at", "a'", "2" ...."an") stand for ariottary,

proper names rand "f",rt"g","h" (or "0", "f2",

" "f3" "fn") stand for arbitary predicates,

.

such that "fa" means "'a' has the property 'f'"

Iri other words the predicate 'f' describes or
qualifies-the subject

)

A proposition "fa" has the simplest form there can

bet" (with the exception, of existential propositions
with which we are,not\'Concerned for the purpose' of

testing'). This produces a-problem where we wish

to test whether we have taught the general meaning

,of'a proper name ('a'). 'The proposition "fa" will

a;ways be a specific use of P4. Inevitably "fa"

tests the student's knowledge of the truth or
("'



falsity of a proposition, not a proper name. The,degreeof generality of "f" can by varied and this problemcan be partially solved by making it very general.indeed, provided it is not so general that the question'pan be correctly answered in a pre-test. If "f" ismade specific, it is the proposition "fa" that isjudged "True" or "False". In'other words what istested becomes knowledge of a fact (albeit the factthat a term is defined in a given way) not knowledgeof the use of a term. (I assume here that to knowthe meaning of a term is to know its use, not itsdefinition which is a fact about Lt. cf. Wittgenstein).
It may be asked, "What,is the criterion of-generality?Is this not subjective? If there is only a matter ofdegree between testing terminology and testing facts,what( is the objective criterion by which to distinguishthem?" It is.tempting.to reply that the degree ofgenerality of "f" can be objectively measured by thenumber ot proper names ("al", "a2 ", "a3" ...) to whichit can be applied. Apart from thepractical difficultyof such a criterion, this will not do on a,number of .theoretical grounds. It seems plausible in instanceswhere the answer is true. For example:
if "fa" = (Intelligence)(a) is (a general'name for anumber of different abilities) (f)

"f" can be narrowed by specifying the abilities andmade more general by progressively omitting detailsabout the abilities until
"fna" = (IntSligence)(a) is (to do with abilities (fn) .

_ It ceases to be plausible where "fa" is false butcould become true if "f" is made more general. (eg If"Intelligence is a4name for divergent abilities" isbroadened tq "Intelligence is a,name of some kinds of'abilities".) At the boundary between truth andfalsity the student requires the precision of adefinition,"not a knowledge of the general use of theterm.. Furthermore the way, or component of thepredicate, that is selected for broadening is aubjective choice.

Howev: although I do not know the answer to thisobject,.n it is not a serious one in th'at the use ofthe twth-functional formulae as such is not challenged.It isMimplydifficulty from trying to use thero os tionaYcalculus to test something that is not apropo t on, but a part of one.



TtSTING KNOWLEDGE ON PRESENTED PACTS

To test a student's knowledge of a f46t presented

during instruction, he is re-presehted with the

statement. At its simplest lthis is a recognition
situation,, but he may judg"it true o false as a

result of any number of mo4e,coinplex pr cesses

using other information. To some extent the 1

possession of information an be tested.by a

pre-test (although.this has its Problems),but not

entirely. For example a student may not know

"fa" in a pre-test)because he did not, know the

term na". In the post-test he may know "a" but

not "fa", yet infer it from "ga" also given during

teaching. To some extent, too, processes alternative

to recognition rt4Sr.be excluded by chobsing "fa"'
from propositionS(G) so that there are few related
propositiond of the kind, "ga" and "fb ", .

particularly if "gb" is also explicit. Since."ga"

and "fb",have an objective relation to "fa",this',
preserves objectivity in principle, but within the
ordinary langiage of'a teaching situation, sentence
structures are complex and hence the questions are
difficult to devise. Furthermore if the teacher
judges "fa" to be important and therefore worth
testing as one of the cognitive objectives, it is

most unlikely that this statement will stand in
logibal isolation amongst all propositions(G).
Indeed the relatedness of a proposition may well
be a measure of its importance 2

I ,/but that .is'
, '

another question.
.

,
,._

A further problem arises when testing this, and
all objectives, that propositions(Q) where the

correct answer is "false" involve a more'complex
thought process than if the correct answer is

"true". A student- cannot "recognise" ,a
proposition(G) as false (unless it was wrongly

taughtor was explicitly taught as being false).

-s The realisation that a proposition is false

requires some analysis of its meaning, which
recognition of whether it has been give before,

-does not. This is particularly true wh n
propositions(Q) are in a list in which ost of

the questions do not pose a recognition problem,

so that the situation facing the student is not
a simple question :, "Do I, or do'I not, recognise

this proposition?". Ii the case of testing '

factual knowledge this problem cannot be solved

by changing the nature of false propositions(Q).
'It can be partially, ,overcome by ceasing to insist
that the testing of factual knowledge should be
aCprecise recognition situation. For example,

certain words may be omitted from a proposition(G)



so that the resultant proposition(Q) may be either true
or false while the degree of change from proposition(G)

. does- not vary according to its truth.value.f. variation
is the source of this,problem.. Because of these
changes the student is now required toremember the
meaning of proposition(G), not their form of words.
More precisely, it is statement(G) that are to be
tested, not propositions (G), where 'proposition" is
taken to mean a form of words, and "statement" what
'the form the words says. When thinking in terms of
Bloom's categories this change is significant. because
it introduces an. element'of "Translation" which,\as
category 2.10, is clasSified as testing "ComprehenSion",
not testing facts. However the elements may be small
and the fact that questions do not fit Bloom's
categories does 'pot invalidate the test design,*

Within the context' of this paper a more serious
priticisM.is that as soon as the test constructor
says "I have chang0 the wording,.but I have:no-t
changed'the.meaning", there is a strong Suspicion bf
subjectivity. A'Concensut of opinion on semantic:,
rating scales (see Remmers1964) could relive this
suspicion. Alternatively the use of .o ositions and
,t heir' in paired .lot tests wou how
Wbether correct' and incorrebt statements-(Q) are of
equal difficulty; and this is not open to the :f
objection of confusing difficOty With complexity
becatseAiariables affecting ol4fficulty, apart fkOm
complexity, are held constant.

, ,

)TESTING'1(110WLEDGE OF PRESENTED RELATIONS BETWEEN FACTS.
_ .

poymdlly an objective of teachers not only- to
teach Specific facts but cert.ainrelations between
them. The behaviourl criterionthis objective is,
`thZt thestu ht should be -able, to,recognise statements
of these,kela (not necessarily the precise.
propositions( ).)

,

.In truth-functional logic the principal .ways of
relating _propositions are _by thelogical connebtives'
of implication,, conjunction, disjunction, and
equivalence. For pradtical purposes implic4iOn,is
tlie most satisfactory to test. To test conjunction
is to do little more than test two facts in isolation.
The ambiguity in the 'ordinary langUage in which the'
test is written, between the inclusive and exclusive
disjunction could produce ambiguous questions.
Statements(G) of equivalence are, rare in teaching and
consequently pose problems for the test constructor.
Implication statements(G) are common and relevant
because explanation is a very common objective of



teaching. There are many kinds of explanation

ap rt from logical implication, consequently the'l

re ations between propositions to be tested

should b= broadened to include relations of cause

and ect, correlations and other implications
accepted within the fielfd of discourse. On the

other hand for the purposes of testing, these
relations must be restricted'to thOse that are

made explicit during teaching (ie they must be

presented.). Many implications in teaching are

contextual. These should not be included;
firstly because they are made by the student as

,a result of a thought process classifiable as

"Comprehension" secondly the inference is

sometimes more intuitive than capable, of logical.

expression, and consequently' the relation of
statements(Q) to statements(G) is not objective.°

In order to ensure that.it'is the relation that
is tested rather then the truth of the related,

propositions, proposition(Q) May consist-Of an

inversion Of the 'ex/51anadum and explanans.
Emphasis on the implication can be obtained if
proposition(Q) begins "The reason why

rr

_Testing presented relations between fact8'has no

precise-equivalent amongst Bloom's categories.

Blopm's,"Knowledge of principles and generalisations"

.
is the nearest ih that principles are frequently
expressed as implications and generalisations may

be; but the relations tested 'here may be quite

specific and in this respect be closer to
Bloom's 1.12 or 1.2,

TESTING UtTPRESENTED RELATIONS BETWEEN PRESENTED FACTS , .

Not all the relations between facts that a teacher

wishes t'hestudentsto know, can be presented. The

student must relate for himself. 'Consequently a
further teaching objective that should be tested is

'the student's ability to relate facts not explicitly

related by propositions (G)1 This is a measure of a

student's "understanding" (and "interpretation").

If two propositions(G) in conjunction imply a third,

this may be stated as a proposition(Q) under this

heading provided.it was not presented during teaching.

A That is, if "p . q r" "r" may be a proposition(Q)

if it is also a proposiLon(U)". False conclusions ,

may be invented.

These questions are not easy to construct becauSe,

the constructor must make sure,that "r" cannotjo4

inferred from proposition (G) Other than "p",and '"q"'

17 1



if he is to be able to assert that a specific inferencehas taken place in the mind of the student wha'obtaia correct answer (other than by chance). The followingexample shows thatthe task Qf specifying theseInferences is not always as Straight forward.as itmight be at first seem.
"p" I= "Normal children increase in intelligence ,asthey grow older"(G)
"q"- EE "Sub-normal children (rip not increase'so much"(G)"r" "The difference in intelligence between normal

. and sub-normal children increases as they growolder"(Q)(U)
' ' is supposed to be a valid' inference from "p" and "q .Subjectively. it seems reasonable to expect students tomake this inference, yet'if degCribed in terms of logicit is more complex than (p . q'o r) °. "So much as normalchildren" is assumed in."q". It either assumes theproposition(U) that "sub-normal children are,lessintelligent than normda children" 9r the ability ofthe student to analyse the term."sub-normal" to inferit. This proposition'is then used. More. important,fthere are assumptionsgU)

about thF,...c0ncepts "increase"and "difference"- whiA are hard to specify.

TESTING'THE ABILITYTO APPLY PRESENTED PRINCIPLESAND GENERALISATIONS

A further objective is that students should be able to.apply a principle and recognise particular instances ofa presented generalisation. These may not seem like'the same thing since a principle may be expressed'p' the where 'p' and 'c' are both propositions
with subjects and predicates -such!as 'a'-and whilea generalisation,is a single proposition of the form"all 'a' is 'f'" where the,subject 'a' has more thanone instance.' But a single proposition of this kindmay be re-expressed "If something,is 'a' then it is 'ft!'(rather freely)., More ctirrectly in ymbolic logic thismay be written (a)Iga fa). Straws n (1952). alsoshows th4t the following forms are p rmissably equivalent.
(The-pregence or absence of an 'exist ntial commitmentis.not of importance here unl s a questiox begs this.issue).

No 'a' is 'f'
(a)(ga,3c-,-,fa)

Some''a' is !fr ,,J(a)(gd --fa)Some 'a' is not ,J(a)(ga 3 fa)
Thus generalisations may be expressed as implications.

Afstudent's abilitylto apply a cognisean instance of a generalisation may be,tested by presentingan implication statement, (QMin which the subject of the

18 ,
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firt proposition is an instance of the principle

or generalisation and in which the second diafis

an, appropriate conclusion (or inappropriate p

'conc]!usion,,,if'tne correct answer.is to be "False").

This requires first -a realisation of the,principle

or generalisat on tce be applied, and se5,ond, the

.student's abi ity to apply it (ie 'todraw the

conclusion). InTractice the left-h4nd side of

the implicati may not need to be fated at all

(eg "Ariththptiq equires convergent 'thitlking"

er'elthe geneal *ion is "Convergent thinking
required4,ihere t reA.s-bnly one right answer

to a.problem ") or4 may require two propositions

(eg "If a child is 6 y ars"old and has an I.Q. of

120, his M.A. is 7..2"-) Yet if the form of the

propositions(Q)is var able can it -be claimed-

that;the.mental probe s required of -the. student

is'alidays the same? his,strikes at the basic,

assumptions-behind th- of objectivity in the

test design.

TESTING THE ABILITY. TO ANALYSE UNSTATED 'GENERALISATIONS

We have seen above that the four classical subject-

predicate forms of generalisation. may be expressed

as implications in truth-f nctional-logic

($trawson 1952). Therefo if these generalisati9n

are presented as ordinary anguage statements(Q),\

they may be judged "True" or "False" by students.),_

The instances"that form the generalisations (whether

truthfully or not) should be obtained from the

teaching statrents(G). .

, 1

If a-generalisation is expressed in the 'form

(a) (fa 'Y ga), or one,9f the other three forms given

above and in Table student hat" to recall

each instance of "fa"-and'Lcheck that it is also "ga".

(eg "Each of Binet's'idategories of intelligence has

the same range of 'where the ranges in

were given in a number of propoSition(G)-) This is

an analytical'task because it includes identifying

a quality that is part of a concept.

TESTiNQ UNPRESENTED RELATIONS BETWEEN' PRESENTED FACTS

___As it stands this heading is inadequate. .Clearly one

cannot be concerned with any.unpresented factS. They

must be relevant. Lhey may include one fact that is

judged to be common.; nowledgd or that the student

should know from ikrevious study, and one, or both,

that may be logically derived from propositions(G).

The logical formula by which they are derived need 4

not be invariant, but'the paradigm is (p . q o r)' and

it'should be simple; The formula for this stage is

19



r,

(r . u o v) where "r" and "u" are derived statements(U),
not statements(G),' and "v" is classifiable as both (U)
and (Q).

This kind ofquestion tests synthesis of.what is
"understood ?' and is analogoustd Bloom's level 5.00.
It may be interpreted as testihg.a synthesis of two
statements testable at level 2.00-; .Factor analxsis of
test scores should confirm this interpretation dnd may
be used as a check on abuSe of the variant derivation

0-of thesynthesised statements.

Allowing this variable 'derivatlon'is a concession to
'subjectivity owing to-the difficulty of producing level
2.00'statements(Q) previously mentioned, and which_occurs

. three times over in'the construction of'questions at
level.

K. .

*A09A
,

TESTING-THELABILITY TO EVALUATE.
1

Evaluation consistsof drawing a doncludion by using
an,uhstated principle (or generalis.a.tion) and a derived
fact as an instance of that principle. 'In other words
it is assumed that'the student already possesses.
certain, prindiples or generalisations (eg "Introspective
observations' are subjective"). As when testing
application the statement(Q) is normally an implication,
but may appear as .a simple proposition if refOrmedias
a, generalisation "all. 's' are 'r'", or if the left-hand'
ide of the implication is low, in information content
or is otherwise redundant. terms of Bloom's levels
this kind of questiofi.invol4's a combination of 2.00
and 3.00: That this is so isimilarly confirmaiSie
by fIctor analysis of test responses.

TESTING VALUE JUDGEMENTS

Provided they are expressed in thefOrm of an
implication or a subject-predicate proposition, there
.is no reason why:both n6ral and non-moral value
judgements should not,be tested by.this method.
(Indeed it is possible t at this method offers a .more
valid measure where of tive statements are hidden
amongst cognitive ones, han where students are
concious that their values are being examined - but
this is,mere:Speculation.) Moral judgements may be
expressed in the form of an implication (eg "If (the
patient is suffering from eshock)(p) then (he should
be wrapped in a blanket)- (q) "). Non-moral judgements
may be expressed by using a value, or "emotive",
term ins:in a subject-predicate proposition
(eg "Massage is unhygienic").

20
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It is sometimes objected that value judgement
are subjective and cannot be tested, but in the
present context they are no more sub'ective than
other logical thought processes. (I s true
thAt there are additional logical r" e for value
'judgements,-but they do not prevent the use of
this test design and will not be discussed here).

A second objection arises from the belief that
/there could be no objective Canon of "value
knmiledge" corresponding to the-,'-verification_of
empirical, knowledge.' But in vocational education
there are fregueritly explicit professional ethics

1.,whiCh may be tested by assent or,denialto a
,proposition. expressed in public language...
Furthermore:thiS i no objection within the
contextpf testing teaching methods where this

4
'assentibonstitutes the teaching;Objectives.

A

1

VALIDATION OF THE TtSTDESIGN

Since claims have been made.-fOr the objectivity ,of
this test design one might expect that there should
be some external criterion to validate these claims.
It is possible that a student Who-does well at, say,
application of principles will be good at applying
,other principlesJ We might also expect that this
student would be good at applying the same
principles in different conditions,' In other words
there is some validation if the ski$ls tested are
transferable to other subject matter and to -other

conditions. If the skills do not transfer then
the difference may be either in the subject matter
or the conditions. In neither case singly is the

:.;...test invalidated, for 'the difficulty of th0 patterns
of logiaaDinference may vary with the subject

,matter, and if they=vary with the conditions that
is what the test is designed to show. If test
results vary with the same subject matter and. the

same conditions (this includes control for
individual differences) the test may be invalidated
because It is-unreliable. Reliability-is a measure
of consistency which is the essence of logic. It

is not a coincidence that.,-. it is only through this
concept that the test design can be invalidated and
tha-eit is an internal criterion. Empirical tests
along/ cannot invalidate logic.

It might be thought that the logic could be validated
by reference to some external logic of language.
If there was such a logic (such as ,that proposed
by the logical atomists) this:could in principle be
done, but Wittgenstein (.1953) has Shown that there
can be no such logic. This is why this test design



is Only suitable for testing the relative"leffectiveness
of teaching.methoAs, the relative abilitie'S of students
or other:variables within', a given situation. It is a
-relative,measure, No- external' validatioxi is possible
with certainty /

4

It is, however,. possible to-establish norms so long as('
'the subject.thater,.categories of propositionsW), test
6onditions, teaching methods And groups of stu
are specifies.: The lackiof'certain external alidation'
is not a defect of the test design so long s it is not
used for purposes for which it is not- inte ed.

e
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